CHAPTER SEVEN
PROPHET MUHAMMAD
(Sallallahu ‘alayhi wa Sallam)
PREACHES ISLAM
1. He established the correct Message of Islam
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Say! “We have believed in Allah and in what has been sent down to us and in what was
sent down to Ibrahim and Isma‘il and Ishaq and Ya‘qub and (his) sons and what was
given to Musa and ‘Isa and the Prophets from their Lord. We make no distinction
between any one of them (in believing) and to Him we have submitted as Muslims”.
And whosoever seeks a religion other than Islam, it shall never be accepted of him, and in
the Hereafter, he shall be among the losers. (3:84-85)
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O you who believe! Maintain belief in Allah and His (Prophetic) Messenger and the
Book which He has sent down upon His (Prophetic) Messenger and the Book which has
been sent down before. And whosoever denies Allah and His angels and His Books and
His Messengers and the Last Day (of Judgement), then certainly he has strayed far away.
(4:136)
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Say: “Surely, as for me, my Lord has guided me on the Straight Path, a right religion, the
creed of Ibrahim, the upright, and he was not of the polytheists”.
Say: “Surely, my Prayer and my sacrifice and my living and my dying are for Allah, Lord
of the worlds.
He has no partner, and this am I commanded, and I am the first of the Muslims”. (6:161163)
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Say (O beloved Prophet): “Truly, I am commanded to worship Allah, being sincere to
Him in obedience.
And I am commanded to be the first of the Muslims”. (39:11-12)

2. Preacher to all humanity
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O mankind! The (Prophetic) Messenger has come to you with the Truth from your Lord.
Then believe; (it is) better for you. But if you disbelieve, still, surely, to Allah belongs
whatsoever is in the heavens and the earth, and Allah is All-Knowing, Wise. (4:170)
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Blessed is He Who has sent down to His Special Devotee the Criterion of right and
wrong (the Furqan, the Qur’an), that he may be a warner to the all the beings. (25:1)
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And We have not sent you (O beloved Prophet) except as a bringer of good news (of
Paradise) and a warner (against hell) to all mankind; but most of the people do not know.
(34:28)

3. He is Bashir, Mubashshir and Nadhir (Bearer of glad tidings and a warner)
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O people of the Scripture! (Jews and Christians) Indeed, Our (Prophetic) Messenger has
come to you making clear to you (Our Commands) after a break of the (coming of the
Prophetic) Messengers, lest you say: “There came not to us any bearer of glad tidings or a
warner (against evil)”, so now there has come to you a bearer of glad tidings and a
warner, and Allah has power over all things. (5:19)
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That worship none but Allah. Surely, I am unto you a warner from Him (Allah) and a
bearer of glad tidings. (11:2)
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And We have sent it down (the Qur’an) with the Truth and it has come down with the
Truth, and We have sent you not but as a bearer of glad tidings (of Paradise) and as a
warner (against hell). (17:105)
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4. Invites people to Islam
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Say (O beloved Prophet): “This is my Way. I invite towards Allah, I and those who
follow me having inner-sight, and Glory be to Allah, and I am not of the idolaters”.
(12:108)
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Invite to the Way of your Lord with wisdom and good admonition and argue with them in
a way that is best. No doubt, your Lord knows well who has strayed from His Way and
He knows well those who are guided. (16:125)
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5. Even the jinn respond to his call
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And when We turned towards you (O beloved Prophet) a group of the jinn, listening to
the Qur'an and, when they were in the presence (of its recitation), they said: “Be silent
(and listen)”; then, when it was concluded, they turned back to their people, warning
them.
They said: “O our people! We have heard a Scripture (the Qur’an) which has been
revealed after Musa, confirming that which was before it, guiding to the Truth and to the
Straight Path.
O our people! Respond to Allah's summoner and believe in Him, He (Allah) will forgive
you some of your sins and save you from a painful punishment”. (46:29-31)
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6. He was sent by Allah with the Truth, brought the Truth and was on the Truth
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Surely, We have sent you with the Truth as a bearer of glad tidings (of Paradise) and a
warner (against hell), and you shall not be asked about the inmates of hell. (2:119)
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And say (O beloved Prophet): “The Truth has come and the falsehood has vanished
away. Undoubtedly, the falsehood is ever bound to vanish”. (17:81)
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So put your trust in Allah. Undoubtedly, you are on the clear Truth. (27:79)
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Surely, We have sent you with the Truth as a bearer of glad tidings and a warner, and
there was no community (in the past) but a warner has gone among them. (35:24)
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And he who has come with the Truth and he who accepts it as the Truth, such are those
who are the pious. (39:33)

7. He brought a new law (Shari‘a)
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Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet who can neither read nor write, whom they
will find written down in the Tawrat and the Injil (which are) with them. He enjoins on
them that which is right and forbids them that which is wrong, and makes lawful for them
all good things and prohibits for them only the foul; and he relieves them of their burden
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and the shackles that were upon them. Then those who believe in him, and honour him
and help him, and follow the Light (the Qur‘an) which is sent down with him; they are
the successful. (7:157)
((Explanatory note: The Beloved Prophet (Sallallahu ‘alayhi wa Sallam) was Ummi, not
taught by any human being but taught directly by Allah))

8. A perfect guide to be followed
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Say (O beloved Prophet): O mankind! I am the (Prophetic) Messenger of Allah to you all,
of Him to Whom belongs the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth. None is to be
worshipped but He. He gives life and He causes death. So believe in Allah and His
Messenger, the Prophet who can neither read nor write, who believes in Allah and in His
Words, and follow him so that you may be guided. (7:158)
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9. He calls you to that which gives you life
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O you who believe! Answer (the call of) Allah and the (Prophetic) Messenger when he
calls you to that which gives you life, and know that Allah comes between the man and
his own heart, and that to Him you shall be gathered. (8:24)

10. Brings people from the darkness (of Ignorance) to the Light (of Islam)
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A (Prophetic) Messenger reciting to you the clear Verses of Allah so that he may bring
forth those who believe and do good deeds from the darkness to the Light. And
whosoever believes in Allah and does good deeds, He will admit him into Gardens (of
Paradise) underneath which streams flow, to abide therein forever. Allah has indeed made
an excellent provision for him. (65:11)

11. He brought us such beautiful teachings of Allah
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Real righteousness is not that you turn your faces towards the east or the west (in Prayers)
but truly righteous is he who believes in Allah and the Last Day (of Judgement) and the
angels and the Book and the Prophets and gives the wealth (he loves) for love of Him to
kinsfolk and the orphans and the needy and the traveler and to those who ask and to set
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slaves free, and establishes Prayer and pays the obligatory charity (Zakat), those who
fulfil their promises when they make a promise, and the patient ones in tribulation and
adversity and at the time of battle (against non-believers) – those are they who are true
and they are the God-fearing. (2:177)
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(O Beloved Prophet!) Recite what has been revealed to you from the Book (the Qur’an)
and establish Prayer. Surely, the Prayer prevents one from lewdness and evil (deeds) but
indeed the remembrance of Allah is greater. And Allah knows what you do. (29:45)
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And who is better in speech than he who invites towards Allah and does good deeds and
says: “Truly, I am one of the Muslims”.
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And the good and the evil are not alike. Repel it (the evil) with something better, then he
between whom and you there was enmity will become as though he was a close friend.
(41:33-34)

12. Allah appointed him to eliminate racism
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And of His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the diversity of your
languages and colours. No doubt, in that are indeed signs for those who know. (30:22)
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Have you not seen that Allah causes (rain) water to fall from the sky and then We
produce therewith fruits of different colours. And in the mountains are streaks white and
red of different colours and (some) raven black.
And men and beast and cattle, in like manner, are of various colours. Only those of his
bondmen who possess knowledge fear Allah. Undoubtedly, Allah is Mighty, Forgiving.
(35:27-28)
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O people! Indeed We have created you from a male and a female and have made you
nations and tribes that you may know one another. Undoubtedly, the most noble in the
sight of Allah is he who is most pious. Surely, Allah is all-Knowing, All-Aware. (49:13)
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13. Allah appointed him to establish justice
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Indeed, Allah commands you to give back the trusts to their owners, and that when you
judge between people, you judge with justice. Indeed, how excellently does Allah
admonish you. Indeed Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. (4:58)
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And (O Beloved Prophet) they ask your legal verdict about women. Say: “Allah gives
verdict to you about them and that which is recited to you in the Book (the Qur’an)
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concerning the female orphans whom you do not give what is prescribed for them (of
inheritance) though you desire to marry them, and concerning the weak among children,
and that you stand firm for justice towards orphans”. And whatever good you do, Allah is
surely All-Knowing about it. (4:127)
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O you who believe! Stand firmly for justice, giving witness for Allah, even though it be
against yourselves, or (your) parents, or (your) relatives, be he rich or poor, for Allah is
nearer (more compassionate) to both (than you are), so follow not passion lest you avoid
justice, and if you distort (your witness) or turn aside (refuse to give witness), then surely,
Allah is All-Aware of what you do. (4:135)
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O you who believe! Stand up firmly for Allah, bearing witness with justice, and let not
the hatred of any people make you avoid justice. Do justice; that is nearer to piety, and
fear Allah. Surely, Allah is All-Aware of what you do. (5:8)
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And do not approach the property of the orphan but in the best way (to improve it), until
he reaches the age of full strength, and fill up the measure and weight with justice. We
burden no soul beyond its capacity. And when you speak, then speak justly, even if it be a
matter concerning your relative, and fulfil the Covenant of Allah. This he has enjoined
upon you that perhaps you may remember (the admonition). (6:152)
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Surely, Allah commands justice and doing good, and giving to kinsfolk, and forbids
lewdness, and evil deeds and rebellion. He admonishes you that you may be mindful.
(16:90)

14. His religion prevails over all religion
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He is (the One) Who has sent His (Prophetic) Messenger with the guidance and the
religion of Truth (Islam), that He may cause it to prevail over all the religions. And
Sufficient is Allah as Witness. (48:28)
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